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The newly built MagSAXS (magnetic small-angle X-ray scattering) set-up
dedicated to the direct two-dimensional measurement of magnetic scattering
using polarized synchrotron radiation in extreme sample environments is
presented. Pure optical transport of the image is used to record the magnetic
scattering with a two-dimensional CCD visible-light camera. The set-up is able
to probe magnetic correlation lengths from the micrometer down to the
nanometer scale. A detailed layout is presented along with preliminary results
obtained at several beamlines at Synchrotron SOLEIL. The presented examples
underline the wide range of possible applications spanning from correlation
lengths determination to Fourier transform holography.
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1. Introduction
Innovation in materials science research requires optimized
tools enabling access to new properties of matter. Successful
advances and potential applications are likely to result from
a balance between capabilities in fabricating novel artificial
architectures and the ability to measure their useful properties. Although the advent of complex lithography processes
(Saavedra et al., 2010) has allowed a major step forward in
fabricating genuine architectures, researchers still lack access
to suitable tools addressing the emerging behaviors (collective
phenomena) like correlations in assemblies of nanostructures
or self-assembled nanostructures. In such architectures interesting electronic and magnetic properties are governed by
correlation factors at nanometer length scales. However, only
a very few techniques are available nowadays that allow a
direct statistical approach for quantifying such fundamental
behaviors. The magnetic and/or electrical domain structures
are of high interest in current research and correspond to
typical ordering resulting from the degree of correlation
(Skuza et al., 2010; Eerenstein et al., 2006; Moubah et al., 2012;
Seemann et al., 2012).
Synchrotron radiation small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
is a promising approach in order to tackle this issue because
through wavelength tuning it can be made highly element
sensitive and relevant to the interesting nanometer length
scales. In a previous work the hard X-ray regime has been
explored using MASAXS (magnetic anomalous SAXS) at the
Fe K-edge and Gd L3,2-edges (Fischer et al., 1997). To the best
of our knowledge it is the only report dealing with high-energy
SAXS experiments in a magnetic contrast mode. The authors
clearly demonstrated the experimental feasibility and, more
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2013). 20, 181–189

importantly, presented new insights into the magnetic properties directly related to the granular character of the studied
system. Tuning the energy of the X-ray beam to the soft
regime allows probing the resonant response in the energy
range of the 3d transition metals absorption edges (500–
1000 eV) with enhanced sensitivity to their magnetic properties [soft X-ray resonant magnetic scattering; see, for example,
van der Laan (2008)]. The pioneering work of Kortright and
co-workers (Kortright et al., 2001a,b; Hellwig et al., 2002)
demonstrated the feasibility of resonant SAXS measurements
in the soft X-ray regime. Their approach showed the high
chemical sensitivity and a suitable spatial resolution applied to
heterogeneous magnetic films. The study of extended regions
of the reciprocal space was, however, not reported.
The MagSAXS (magnetic small-angle X-ray scattering) setup presented here consists of a reflection geometry under
critical or sub-critical incidence conditions. Thus the surface
sensitivity is enhanced in addition to high element and
magnetic sensitivity. This approach could be understood as a
GISAXS (grazing-incidence SAXS) set-up optimized for the
soft X-ray regime. It has the great advantage of avoiding
specific sample preparation like in a transmission geometry.
Although the examples hereafter detail only the reflection
geometry, we should point out that this set-up is also well
suited for transmission geometry, most of the time associated
with SAXS experiments. While the general GISAXS principles for the hard X-rays are well established (Renaud et al.,
2009), there are some notable differences related to the use of
soft X-rays as a probe. Firstly, the incident and scattering
angles are much larger than those corresponding to the highenergy X-rays. Typically, grazing geometry for hard X-rays
involves an incident angle close to the critical angle for total
doi:10.1107/S0909049512041325
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external reflection (0.1 ). They translate here into angles of
several degrees. This applies for the scattering angles too,
which are also of several degrees (see x2.1). Secondly, the use
of soft X-rays results in a Ewald sphere of much smaller radius
compared with the hard-energy X-ray regime. When an area
detector is used, converting the recorded signal into the
reciprocal space yields a curved surface. For hard X-rays the
area detector image is directly approximated to a planar cut in
the reciprocal space. This approximation no longer works for
soft X-rays. Consequently, features in reciprocal space like
satellites, facets or rods will now appear more like onedimensional signals such as spots or regions of rods.

2. Experimental set-up
The aim of the present work was to build a set-up and
demonstrate its utility in performing magnetic resonant scattering in the soft X-ray regime for extreme sample conditions,
i.e. very high magnetic fields (up to 7 T) and very low
temperatures (down to 1.5 K). Importantly, such sample
environments are typical for magnetic X-ray dichroic
measurements since combining low temperature and high field
allows magnetic anisotropies and thermal fluctuations to be
overcome. Up to now, for the different magnetic scattering
studies, previous authors reported either downgraded detection conditions using more often zero- or one-dimensional
detectors (Dürr et al., 1999; Kortright et al., 2001a) or mild
sample environments (Miguel et al., 2006, 2007; Peters et al.,
2004) in order to ensure the practical feasibility of the
experiments. In the high X-ray energy range, small-angle
scattering experiments have typical detector-to-sample
distances, L, of several meters, making harsh sample environment (Bras, 2007) set-ups easier to build, even if one has to
deal with long sections under vacuum and very large detectors.
In the soft X-ray regime the working distance is of only several
centimeters and therefore it is the most constraining parameter limiting possible measurements. Moreover, tuning this
working distance is crucial since it allows a wide range of
magnetic correlation lengths to be probed ranging from the
nanometer to micrometer scales (as we will see in Fig. 1). The
MagSAXS set-up was designed by taking into account exclusively the constraints of a typical magnetic dichroism set-up
such as on the DEIMOS (Dichroism Experimental Installation for Magneto-Optical Spectroscopy) beamline (see x2.1).
However, it is flexible and simple enough to allow its implementation on any synchrotron beamline be it soft or hard
X-ray energy.
2.1. General considerations

The geometry described in Fig. 1(a) shows the detector
(scintillator screen) mounted at a distance L downstream of
the sample, with ki being the incidence wavevector and kf the
scattered wavevector. In the specular case the emergent angle
is equal to the incidence angle and the angular momentum
transfer can be written as q = ð4=Þ sin , with  being the
X-ray wavelength and 2 the scattering angle. In the following
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Figure 1
(a) Scattering geometry and notations: ki and kf are the incident and
emergent wavevectors, respectively, i and f are the incident and
emergent scattering angles, ’ is the azimuthal angle, qz and qy are the
momentum transfer along the z and y directions, respectively, L is the
distance between the sample and the scintillator screen. (b) Characteristic
lengths in the angular space (s in the text) as a function of the object
characteristic sizes/spacing in the direct space, D. The graphs are plotted
for four different L values: 30, 50, 150 and 300 mm. Objects from a few
tens of nanometers up to a few micrometers can be measured by simply
adjusting the sample-to-screen (YAG) distance. The dashed line at y =
17.8 mm corresponds to the field of view of the MagSAXS set-up.

an estimation of the characteristics of this set-up and its
performances are given. If D is the characteristic correlation
length, expressed in nanometers, describing the objects on the
sample surface, then the corresponding momentum transfer is
given by q = 2=D. From simple geometric considerations the
scattered spot on the scintillator screen will have an angular
spread of sin  = s/L, where L denotes the sample-to-screen
distance and s is the size of the scattered spot on the screen.
Therefore one can write 2=D = ð4=Þs=L, or s = ð1=DÞL=2.
In Fig. 1(b) we show the dependence of the characteristic
signal size on the screen, s, as a function of the correlation
length D characteristic of the sample, for four different
sample-to-scintillator screen distances. From this representation we derive that for measuring micrometer-scale magnetic
correlations one has to set L to large values to avoid being
limited by the pixel resolution of the detector. As an example,
if L = 30 mm, for D larger than 1 mm, the pixel resolution will
fall bellow 10 mm. When probing nanometer-scale features,
low values for L are needed in order to scatter inside the
detector’s field of view. The horizontal dashed line in Fig. 1(b)

MagSAXS: 2D resonant magnetic soft X-ray SAXS
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MagSAXS set-up fits perfectly in this dense surroundings. In
Fig. 2(b) we present a closer view showing the CCD camera
along with its mount and optical video-microscope, placed on
the linear, 300 mm stroke, motorized manipulator. Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d) present sketches of the MagSAXS set-up as implemented on the DEIMOS end-station, as a top view and side
view, respectively. We stress the very limited access inside
the superconducting magnet, as well as the mounting of the
sample placed at the end of the long cold finger. Furthermore,
this sketch allows us to easily highlight the elements added to
the standard DEIMOS end-station: the CCD camera with its
optics and the YAG:Ce scintillator crystal along with its UHV
support.
For the measurements, the sample is mounted in a vertical
geometry on the long cold finger provided with vertical motion
and polar rotation, used to set the incidence angle in the
MagSAXS set-up. Moreover, the superconducting magnet
itself is mounted on a motorized table allowing positioning in
the vertical and horizontal perpendicular to the beam directions. We can overcome the limiting motors parameters
(accuracy, reproducibility, etc.) since we are using a fixed
geometry, like in a GISAXS experiment. In all cases the
motorized movements were good enough for sample alignment.
The following paragraph provides a brief overview of the
DEIMOS beamline. An exhaustive beamline report is beyond
the scope of the present paper, even though a short presentation is of crucial interest in order
to understand the MagSAXS set-up
context, as being a part of the endstation set-up. The beamline is optimized for magneto-optical spectroscopies (circular and linear X-ray
magnetic dichroism) in the soft X-ray
energy range (300–2500 eV) covering
the 3d transition metals and 4f rareearth absorption edges, with optics
insuring very high stability and spectral
purity. The X-ray source is an Apple II
undulator that supplies high rates
( 100%) for circular and linear polarizations. A high-resolution monochromator (E/E > 104) delivers a
relatively high flux on the sample,  6 
1012 photons s1 (0.1%bandwidth)1 at
750 eV, in a beam spot of  80 mm 
80 mm size at the sample position.
Dichroic spectra are derived from the
difference between two configurations
between the polarization of the
incoming beam and the applied
Figure 2
magnetic field. The high stability of the
Experimental set-up on the DEIMOS beamline. (a) 1, superconducting split coil magnet (7 T + 2 T),
beamline is obtained by downgrading
the sample is located inside the magnet with T = 1.5–370 K; 2, one of the UHV chambers dedicated
to in situ sample preparation and analysis; 3, CCD camera. (b) Zoom on the MagSAXS set-up:
the monochromator resolving power to
3, CCD camera; 4, optical video-microscope; 5, the 300 mm translation. (c) and (d) Schematic topvalues of E/E ’ 5000–6000, by using
and side-views, respectively, of the MagSAXS set-up as used on the DEIMOS superconducting
higher values of the exit slits gap (for
magnet. We emphasize the sample position, situated in the center of the superconducting magnet
example, with a 100 mm exit slit gap the
cold bore, supported by the cold finger [the black rod in (d)].
at y = 17.8 mm corresponds to the chosen field of view of
the MagSAXS set-up. Hence one can conclude that we need
a detection system with a relatively small pixel size in
conjunction with a tunable sample-to-screen distance. Without
any other constraints, the optical and geometrical criteria
alone could be easily satisfied when choosing the detection
system.
Quantitative measurements, at the atomic scale, in the field
of magnetism, generally require high applied magnetic fields
and low temperatures. It appears thus obviously that the
MagSAXS detection system has to fit in a heavy dedicated
sample environment, e.g. an ultra-high-vacuum superconducting magnet used for magnetic circular and linear
dichroism measurements. Therefore, the MagSAXS set-up
design was optimized and tested on the DEIMOS beamline at
Synchrotron SOLEIL, France, which offers a superconducting
magnet characterized by high magnetic fields, 7 T and 2 T,
orthogonal in the transverse beamline plane, along with very
low sample temperatures, down to 1.5 K. Fig. 2 shows the
DEIMOS superconducting magnet, together with its environment: UHV dedicated for in situ sample preparation and
analysis (evaporation sources, ion etching, Auger electron
spectroscopy, low-energy electron diffraction, scanning
tunneling microscopy), and a sample transfer glove-box which
allows direct access to the UHV environment without any
contamination for fragile samples, especially hydrophobic
chemical species. As can be observed in Fig. 2(a), the
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resulting resolution at 750 eV is 0.15 eV). In order to match
the MagSAXS design with the existing end-station, we had to
consider several limitations:
(i) Limited access: the split coil geometry has 52 mmdiameter inner tubes of length 300 mm, as shown in Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d); this constitutes the access path both for impinging
and scattered X-ray beams, thus also for the detector.
(ii) Very high magnetic fields: materials have to be nonmagnetic and they should not influence the homogeneity of
the magnetic field inside the bore. Moreover, an electronbased detection probe would be hampered by the magnetic
field. Hence an optical detection and image transport was
preferred.
(iii) Very high temperature gradients: the sample can be
maintained at 1.5 K and the surrounding tubes are at liquidHe temperature, i.e. 4.2 K. Any inclusion of elements
conducting the 300 K from outside the magnet would boil the
liquid He in the reservoir.
(iv) Since we are dealing with soft X-rays, sample and
detector have to be inside the UHV environment.
2.2. Materials and design

To overcome all these constraints several choices had to be
made concerning the optical layout and the mechanical and/
or material supports. First of all, it is obvious that obtaining
a scattering image corresponding to nanometer-scale objects
imposes a very short sample-to-screen distance and a large
field of view, as discussed above. Since the space available is
very limited inside the superconducting magnet and considering the high magnetic field and low temperatures, a YAG
doped with Ce (CRYTUR, 2012) scintillator was considered as
a suitable solution. Fig. 3 shows, in the lower panel, a close
view of the internal (UHV) parts of the set-up, as used on the
METROLOGIE beamline at Synchrotron SOLEIL, during
early tests. The 40 mm-diameter and 0.5 mm-thick scintillator
is mounted on a polyether ether-ketone (PEEK) tube. PEEK
is UHV-compatible and can handle the huge thermal gradient,
from room temperature down to 4.2 K within the size of our
set-up. The scintillator is not tightened, but kept in place
through small lateral PEEK screws, in order to avoid any
induced mechanical strain that could appear upon strong
temperature changes. This PEEK tube is rigidly fixed on a
stainless-steel ring that also serves as support for the special
fused-silica viewport (high transmission rate of  95% for
visible light), at the UHV–air interface. Both the viewport and
YAG:Ce scintillator are anti-reflection coated, ensuring very
high transmission rates at the 550 nm characteristic emission
line of the scintillator. As can be observed in Fig. 3(a), this
UHV part is inserted into an XYZ manipulator, with a linear
stroke along the X direction of 300 mm, ensuring a tunable
sample-to-screen distance to cover the range depicted in
Fig. 1(b). Having a 300 mm stroke allows us to set the scintillator at the sample position and therefore fully characterize
the beam shape and size. A CCD 14-bit PCO2000 (PCO2000,
2012) camera (see Fig. 2) is used to image the scintillator,
through a specially designed video-microscope objective
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Figure 3
Detailed in situ view of the MagSAXS set-up (photograph corresponding
to the set-up on the METROLOGIE beamline, inside the in-vacuum
reflectometer): (a) 1, three-axes manipulator with a linear stroke of
300 mm; 2, PEEK support. (b) View from the beam direction: 2, PEEK
support; 3, YAG:Ce scintillator crystal.

(Optique Peter, 2012). Thus, the overall optical parameters of
the detection system are: a pixel size of 8.7 mm combined with
a fixed camera–YAG scintillator of 365 mm. The resulting field
of view for 2048  2048 pixels is thus 17.8 mm  17.8 mm. The
set-up also allows, by means of changing the mount of the
CCD camera, different CCD-to-YAG scintillator distances to
be set. For example, if a larger field of view is needed, with an
increased pixel size, the video-microscope can work at 580 mm
for a resulting pixel size of 14.2 mm and a field of view of
29.1 mm  29.1 mm.
2.3. Advantages and limitations

Importantly, even if the MagSAXS set-up has been optimized for extreme sample environments, it can be adapted to
any synchrotron beamline, be it soft or hard X-ray regimes.
Unlike direct (or back) illuminated CCD (Beutier et al., 2007,
2008) cameras, fast-readout and fast-shutter systems that
protect burning out of the CCD chip are here not necessary.
The use of the MagSAXS set-up is thus more comfortable and
does not need special care. When installed on a soft X-ray
beamline, the YAG:Ce itself absorbs the beam completely
protecting the sensitive part of the CCD. Therefore, overexposure of the detection system can be used, without
damage, during the alignment phase when direct and reflected
beam are recorded. Moreover, we can artificially increase the
14-bits dynamical range of the camera using different expo-

MagSAXS: 2D resonant magnetic soft X-ray SAXS
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sure times, the lower signal being optimized by overexposing
the stronger features of the scattered image. This specificity
implies an intrinsic limitation. Longer exposure times or
acquisition of many frames for summation, compared with
directly illuminated CCD cameras, are needed to obtain the
same information. Directly illuminated CCD cameras are
expected to be far more sensitive with higher signal-to-noise
ratios. However, as will be shown in this paper, the MagSAXS
set-up can be used as a ‘safe option’ for the expensive directly
illuminated CCD cameras for a number of experiments. The
set-up was also tested on a hard X-ray beamline in order to
perform standard GISAXS measurements.
The following section of the paper will describe several
types of measurements: (i) a magnetic resonant scattering
experiment performed at the DEIMOS beamline of
Synchrotron SOLEIL; (ii) results from the same sample
measured on a hard X-ray beamline (namely the DIFFABS
beamline at SOLEIL) in a GISAXS geometry, and (iii) some
insight will be given concerning the use of the MagSAXS setup implemented at the SEXTANTS beamline at Synchrotron
SOLEIL in a very sensitive detection mode, i.e. Fourier
transform holography.

3. Example of measurements

(1996), from a layered thin film structure of Ta(5 nm)/
Co(20 nm)/Ru(5 nm) deposited on a Si(100) substrate. Using
this kind of lithographic process ensures large area samples
are obtained, which is important when dealing with grazingincidence measurement geometry. Fig. 4(a) shows an optical
microscopy image of the sample. From this image we note that
the sample shows several imperfections (line defects). Some
domains thus appear to be shifted by half a period. Fig. 4(b)
presents a SEM (scanning electron microscopy) image
recorded on a defect region of the sample. The contrast occurs
between alternate Co lines (bright regions) and etched Si
substrate (dark regions). First, we can easily notice the
absence of regular Co lines with fixed 300 nm width. Instead,
alternate wide and narrow Co lines appear. Second, like in the
highlighted area, we observe modulations in the lines width.
Such modulations define the boundaries of the shifted
domains appearing in the optical image (Fig. 4a). Most
probably, during the nanoimprinting process, the lines were
not transferred perfectly from the mask to the resist, owing to
variation in processing parameters such as the pressure and
the temperature. Therefore many defects occur prior to the
sputtering of the metallic layers. As a direct consequence, in
the scattered images we can identify two different scattered
signal families, as shown in Fig. 4(c): the first, at qy = 4.72 
104 nm1, corresponds to a periodicity of  266 nm, while the

3.1. Resonant magnetic scattering on a periodic magnetic
grating

The sample is mounted vertically and a half-cut procedure
following iterative scans of the sample lateral position and
incidence angle is used to align the sample at zero incidence in
the direct beam. The geometry of the superconducting magnet
is such that the sample is located at the center of rotation,
coinciding with the center of the cold bore, where the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field is lower than 1% cm3. For
magnetic measurements this value is crucial since it guarantees a homogeneous orientation of the magnetization inside
the sample. In the absence of a homogeneous magnetic field,
the measured dichroic signal would be reduced nonlinearly
compared with the real value corresponding to the perfect
alignment between the applied magnetic field and the polarization vector of the incident photon beam. Once the sample is
aligned with respect to the direct beam, several incidence
angles are tested, for different L values, in order to optimize
the scattered signal recorded from the YAG:Ce scintillator
crystal. We have to note here that owing to geometric and field
of view constraints all measurements are carried out for
incidence angles below the critical ones. Measuring above the
critical angle would oblige us to reduce L consequently. We
will thus be limited by the detector pixel resolution and lose
the benefit of the large field of view. One can use an additional
adapted magnification optics to overcome the pixel size
constraint, but it would be of limited interest for the experiments we are interested in.
Our first test sample was a grating consisting of periodic
Co lines with  = 300 nm spacing. It was elaborated using
a nanoimprint technology, first presented by Chou et al.
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2013). 20, 181–189

Figure 4
(a) Co lines obtained by nanoimprint with a periodicity of  300 nm. (b)
Detail in SEM showing the defects in the nanoimprint process. The
contrast occurs between alternate Co lines (bright lines) and clean Si
substrate regions (dark lines); (c) and (d) Raw CCD images as recorded
under an applied magnetic field of +2 T, at 772.1 eV using circular right
(+) and circular left () helicities, respectively: 1, specular and
diffraction orders arising from the regular grating; 2, half-order
contributions coming from the double period. Images, recorded with a
3 s exposure time, are shown on a log scale to optimize the rendering.
Only about a quarter of the entire field of view of the camera is shown.
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second, at qy =2, occurs from the double period (2) and is
much more diffuse both in the qy (or qk ) and qz (or q? )
directions. The qy spreading can be understood as related to
a poorly organized double-period structure, owing to the
dispersion of domains with double-period defects. On the
contrary, the qz spreading is not so obvious and deserves
further discussions. We follow an argument similar to that of
Yan & Gibaud (2007) for the hard X-ray regime. In a surfacescattering experiment the spots recorded on the detector’s
screen occur as the projection of the intersection between the
surface truncation rods with the Ewald sphere. At high X-ray
energies the detector screen can be assimilated directly with
the Ewald sphere owing to its small curvature. The diffusescattering features coming from the sample surface are thus
considered to intersect the detector directly and the spreading
in the transfer momentum can be directly measured on the
screen. On the contrary, at low X-ray energies the curvature of
the Ewald sphere is very large and this approximation fails.
The recorded spots exhibit an amplified spreading given by
the projection of the rod–Ewald-sphere intersection on the
detector plane, as described in the following. If we consider d!
as the arc on the Ewald sphere describing its crossing with a
scattering feature along qz , the projected size, s, on the
YAG:Ce screen will be given by s = L=½k cos2 ð2Þ d!, where k
is the wavelength (defining the Ewald sphere radius, k = 2/),
L is the sample-to-YAG scintillator distance, and 2 is the
scattering angle. While the qz momentum transfer describes
interferences along the perpendicular to the sample direction,
qx is the result of interferences along the beam propagation
direction in the sample plane. In the case of hard X-rays
(20 keV, for example), where in a typical GISAXS measurement the screen is considered in a first approximation to be
indistinguishable from the Ewald sphere (small curvature),
we obtain a value of k = 2/ = 1.014 nm1, while, at 800 eV,
k = 0.0405 nm1. It is therefore straightforward to make a
comparison between hard and soft X-ray conditions. If L and
d! are constant, the spreading observed in the soft X-ray case
owing to the Ewald sphere curvature will be 1.014/0.0405 ’ 25
times larger. Additionally, another Ewald sphere curvature
effect is that the apparent qz will be in fact a mixture of qz and
qx components. In the present case, from the optical images we
can estimate a mean domain size along the beam of about
550 nm giving therefore only a small contribution of the qx
component. The very large spreading of qz is therefore mostly
related to the form factor of the film thickness, of about 20 nm.
The sample was aligned at a fixed incidence angle of 2.3 ,
and the sample-to-screen distance was set at 150 mm. These
values were found to give the optimized scattering images, i.e.
to cover the highest possible reciprocal space with the detector’s field of view. Two scattering images, shown in Figs. 4(c)
and 4(d), are chosen at the maximum of the Co L3 resonance,
i.e. 772.1 eV. Complete energy scans in the 750–810 eV range
covering the Co L3,2 absorption edges for two configurations
of the helicity of the circular polarization (+ and ,
respectively) and the applied magnetic field (H+) were
recorded. As can be easily noticed from both images, they are
not perfectly symmetric, owing to an azimuthal misalignment
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(see also Yan & Gibaud, 2007) during sample mounting.
Unfortunately the superconducting magnet cold finger does
not provide an azimuthal rotation and therefore special care
has to be taken while mounting the sample. This strong
misalignment effect will be detailed later (see x3.2). To eliminate any experimental artifacts from the dichroic signal, a full
set of field/polarization configurations was used, i.e.  + H+,
  H+,  + H and   H. The resulting signal, presented
in Fig. 5(a), for an energy corresponding to the Co L3 resonance, was obtained as (I  + H+  I  + H–) + (I  – H–  I  – H+). It
is important to note that this difference image is obtained
directly by subtracting the circular right and left helicities
corresponding images, without any additional image processing. We can index the different scattering orders as shown
in Fig. 5(a), starting from the specular as zero, with qy = n 
4.72  104 nm1. The integer indexed diffracted spots
correspond, as already discussed above, to the 300 nm Co line
period, while the n/2 orders yield from the double-period
domains. No peaks appear characterizing an antiferromagnetic alignment between the lines, as observed for
example in dipolar coupled perpendicularly magnetized Co/Pt
nano lines (Chesnel et al., 2002). In that case, the dipolar

Figure 5
(a) Scattering contrast image obtained as the difference between circular
right and circular left helicities of the incoming light, for a given applied
external magnetic field direction. The diffraction orders are labeled
starting from the specular equal to 0. The rectangle shows the region of
interest used for integrations in order to obtain (b) asymmetry ratios
ðI þ  I  Þ=ðI þ þ I  Þ expressed in % for the 1/2, 1 and 3/2 orders as a
function of energy. For clarity the 1 and 3/2 orders were shifted by 0.2%
and 0.4%, respectively.

MagSAXS: 2D resonant magnetic soft X-ray SAXS
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interaction between the lines with an interline gap smaller
than 200 nm was shown to favor antiparallel alignment
between the lines magnetization. Thus, in our case, the
magnetic contrast occurs only because of a ferromagnetic
ordering between the lines and is therefore superposed on the
grating charge scattering. In order to better illustrate the
magnetic contribution, we report in Fig. 5(b) the asymmetry
ratio (Kao et al., 1990, 1994; Tonnerre et al., 1995), Ra =
ðI þ  I  Þ=ðI þ þ I  Þ, of the indexed scattering orders, where
I þ denotes the parallel (i.e. I þHþ and I H ) and I  the
antiparallel (i.e. I þH and I Hþ ) configurations. For that
purpose the indexed orders are integrated on a defined region
of interest (ROI), i.e. the rectangular frame in Fig. 5(a). It is
important to note that this ROI corresponds to the typical
acceptance when using silicone diode detectors to integrate
diffuse magnetic scattering (Dürr et al., 1999; Spezzani et al.,
2004). Magnetic contrast is easily identified and reversed
behavior can be noticed between the 1/2, 1 and 3/2 scattering
orders. For clarity, the curves corresponding to the 1 and 3/2
orders were shifted vertically by 0.2% and 0.4%, respectively.
As explained above, the defects induced during the nanoimprinting process and yielding the n/2 interferences are
probably at the origin of the reversed magnetic behavior.
Indeed, at first glance, we can speculate on the reversed
magnetization orientation of these domains with respect to
non-disturbed ones, resulting in a reversed Ra. In any case, a
full description of the magnetic behavior can be made only by
deducing the terms involved in the total scattering factor [see,
for example, Tonnerre et al. (1995) and Chesnel et al. (2002)].
Such calculations/analysis are, however, well beyond the
purpose of the present paper.
All signals were normalized with respect to a monitor
signal, I0 , collected from the Wolter-type focusing mirror of
the beamline. Using a good normalization is crucial since in
the magnetic scattering the signal measured is very small and
therefore often hidden by strong direct beam fluctuations. For
magneto-optical spectroscopies in the soft X-ray range, the
incident monitor, I0 , is insured by the absorption on a gold
mesh, with typical absorption coefficients above 50%. In this
way the majority of the incoming photons are used for the I0
signal, allowing very high sensitivity (Brune & Gambardella,
2009). This usual method of normalization is unsuitable here
because a parasitic scattered signal appears in the recorded
images originating from the X-ray diffraction on the gold
mesh. We describe here a possible way to normalize the
recorded data. Prior to the MagSAXS energy scan, we have to
record both I0mir0 ðEÞ from the mirror and I0mesh ðEÞ from the
gold mesh inserted in the direct beam, obtaining thus the ratio
R(E) = I0mir0 ðEÞ=I0mesh ðEÞ. During the MagSAXS measurement
we record I0mirMAG ðEÞ from the mirror and Iimg ðEÞ from the
scattered image. Therefore the normalized scattered signal
norm
will be Iimg
ðEÞ = Iimg ðEÞ=½I0mirMAG ðEÞ RðEÞ. The small noise
increase in Fig. 5 is due to the less accurate normalization with
respect to the incident beam. Unfortunately the measurements presented in Fig. 5 have not been processed using this
new normalization method, since only I0mirMAG ðEÞ could be
recorded during the tests.
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2013). 20, 181–189

3.2. Hard X-ray GISAXS: complementarity to soft X-ray
studies

The MagSAXS set-up was successfully tested in a highenergy X-ray GISAXS configuration on the DIFFABS
beamline at Synchrotron SOLEIL. We measured the same
nanoimprinted sample as described above in a standard highenergy X-ray GISAXS geometry (Renaud et al., 2009). The
photon energy was set at 7.5 keV, the incidence angle on the
sample at 0.45 and the sample-to-YAG scintillator distance,
L = 1200 mm. Fig. 6 shows the GISAXS pattern obtained for
different azimuthal angles ’. Similar to the soft X-rays, the
GISXAS patterns present two different scattering families,
integer and half orders. Their origin is explained in a similar
way to the soft X-ray measurement case. The sharp and
intense spots originate from the periodic gratings aligned
approximately along the incident X-ray beam. The sample
behaves like a rather well ordered system, resulting in a
scattered signal in reciprocal space exhibiting sharp features.
In this case, even if high-energy X-rays are used, the slight
curvature of the area detector in the reciprocal space can be
observed. The above-mentioned sharp signal does not yield
vertical rods but sharp spots, with positions depending on the
relative orientation of the grating with respect to the incident
X-ray beam (i.e. sample azimuth). This behavior can be fully
modeled and understood (Yan & Gibaud, 2007).
The second-order satellites originating from the doubleperiod areas exhibit a broad rod-like feature in the qz direction. These double-period areas of the sample show a poor
organization. The corresponding scattering signal is expected
to be broader in reciprocal space in all directions. Consequently, the interception of this signal by the detector will
result (both for hard and soft X-rays) in a signal having a
more important extension in the qz direction (see discussion
in x3.1).

Figure 6
GISAXS patterns recorded at different azimuthal angles (’) at high
energy (E = 7.5 keV). Note the dramatic influence of a very small
azimuthal misalignment on the resulting GISAXS image.
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3.3. Fourier transform holography

The inset in Fig. 7 shows the Fourier transform hologram
(FTH) on a logarithmic scale from a 1 mm sample (CoPd film
deposited on a 150 mm-thick Si3N4 membrane) and three
reference holes of about 100 nm. It is important to stress that
we were interested here in implementing a FTH geometry of
the MagSAXS set-up on the SEXTANTS beamline at
Synchrotron SOLEIL. For that purpose we measured a test
sample belonging to a set obtained during the focused-ionbeam (FIB) milling process optimization, for different exposure times and doses, similar to the one presented by Eisebitt
et al. (2004) and Streit-Nierobisch et al. (2009). We may
highlight two main advantages in our approach, using a scintillator and a visible-light CCD instead of the directly illuminated CCDs (Streit-Nierobisch et al., 2009). Firstly, the
alignment procedure is straightforward since the detection
system does not suffer from saturation by the direct beam
transmitted through the sample. Therefore the sample can be
easily found by overexposing the CCD camera. Secondly, no
beam-stop nor fast shutter system are used (Eisebitt et al.,
2004; Streit-Nierobisch et al., 2009). In this way the FTH
scheme is lighter and allows a more flexible experimental
set-up. Moreover, the beam-stop and the beam-stop holder
contributions no longer have to be subtracted or cleaned from
the Fourier-transformed hologram in the real-images retrieval
process (Streit-Nierobisch et al., 2009).
Holograms were recorded at the Co L3-edge for two
opposite helicities of the circularly polarized X-ray photons.
Even though no magnetic contrast could be shown, our

approach shows how this optical-based FTH set-up can be
used. Several exposure times were tested in order to check the
limits of detection. For the lowest limit an exposure time of
5 min was used, allowing enough contrast to observe the
interference between the sample and the reference holes
without saturating the central part. The larger exposure time
used was 60 min, a value compatible with respect to the
SEXTANTS beamline stability and sample drifts. Since we
found that the contrast obtained after 15 min exposure time
was similar to the 60 min exposure time, several 15 min images
were recorded and summed afterwards (Fig. 7, the centered
inset shows the sum of 31 images). The recorded hologram
presents well defined interference coming from the sample
itself and the three reference holes. A static speckle distribution can also be clearly observed. The two strikes crossing in
the central part are probably due to sample borders interferences. Fig. 7 shows the resulting Fourier-transformed
hologram of the log-scaled CCD summed image. The saturated central part of the image was not removed to perform
the Fourier transform. We may stress here that in order to
obtain the real shape of the central part we can record an
image without saturating this part and then just replace it after
scaling in the final hologram. In this way the fine circular
interferences can be removed from the Fourier-transformed
hologram. The three reference holes produce six real-space
images: the reconstructed image, A, as well as its complex
conjugate, A*, rotated by 180 , multiplied by the three-fold
symmetry. Increased statistics, i.e. increased number of images
contributing in the final summation, would improve the data
quality. Owing to the long exposure times, time-resolved
experiments cannot be envisaged using the MagSAXS set-up
applied for the FTH experiments. The set-up is intended to be
used complementarily to the direct illuminated CCD set-up,
allowing, for example, pre-alignment and/or transmission
measurements.

4. Conclusions

Figure 7
Fourier transform holography diagram obtained from the sample with
three reference pinholes (see details in the text). Six real-space images
can be observed: the reconstructed image, A, as well as its complex
conjugate, A*, rotated by 180 , multiplied by the three-fold symmetry.
The inset shows the sum of 31 images recorded with an exposure time of
15 min each.
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In summary, we have described a new set-up and demonstrated the usefulness of using a visible-light optical-based
image-transport set-up for resonant soft X-ray magnetic
scattering. A YAG:Ce scintillator is used to collect the scattered X-ray beam and convert it to visible light, which is then
recorded by a CCD camera placed outside the constraining
sample environment (UHV, high magnetic field, very low
temperature). Very good quality data are obtained both for
charge and magnetic scattering contrasts, with reasonable
exposure times, i.e. a few seconds. A full dataset characterizing
the magnetic properties of a Co grating was recorded as a
function of energy and for different q by integrating the
diffuse magnetic scattering orders. Their evolution with
respect to photon energy shows features similar to those
obtained using zero- or one-dimensional detectors in downgraded sample conditions. Magnetic structure factor calculations are necessary to completely reproduce the complex
charge–charge, magnetic–magnetic and crossed charge–
magnetic interferences. We have shown that the MagSAXS
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set-up can be used easily for hard X-ray GISAXS measurements. We have shown the high sensitivity of the collected
scattered orders with the azimuth misalignment. Finally, the
MagSAXS set-up is a viable, safe and cheap option for highsensitivity FTH magnetostatic experiments.
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